i8	CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
difference is unnoticeable, being only 0-03° in the case
chosen—that of benzene—so that D only lies that much
lower than the melting point usually observed. But
theoretically there is an important fact to notice. D is
•	the only point at whose temperature the three conditions,
solid, liquid, and vapour, can exist together; r> is accord-
ingly called the triple point.
The treatment becomes more intelligible by noting that
the figure consists of—first, areas; second, lines which bound
these areas; and, thirdly, a point in which the lines meet.
The areas refer to circumstances in which the benzene is
present only in one state, whether solid, liquid, or
vaporous; the lines to those in which two states are
possible, combinations of solid and liquid, or solid and
vapour, or liquid and vapour; while, finally, under the
circumstances indicated by the point of intersection all
three, solid, liquid, and vapour, can exist side by side.
If we complete the diagram by prolonging the curve
D as far as possible, one result is at once seen: the boundary
between liquid and vapour vanishes at the critical point—
for benzene at a temperature of 280-6° and pressure of
49-5 atmospheres; the boundary line going from D to the
right towards B consequently stops there, and the liquid
area and vapour area become continuous. The line from B
to the left, representing maximum vapour pressure of the
solid substance) may be continued by help of the empirical
observation that equal differences of temperature correspond
to equal ratios of pressure; accordingly the pressure never
falls to zero, but approaches it so nearly that if the
origin o be made to stand for the absolute zero of tempera-
ture, we may safely take o as the starting-point of the
vapour pressure curve1. There remains the rising curve
de, the boundary between solid and liquid, to follow out;
its end point has not been reached, but it is possible—it
may even be regarded as probable—that, at some tempera-
1 It will be shown later that there are theoretical grounds for assuming
the pressure to be zero when the absolute temperature is zero.

